Commentary:

YOUR police file

By Alex Jones

Do the police have a checklist today? If you think not, because you never have been arrested, then think again. This past week, there was another check for the files, but not in the FBI's massive data banks as we think of them. There are endless other criteria; the main one making your arrest believable is that you are about to do something that police want to stop. In a recent move, the Church of Scientology's National Commission on Mental Health and Social Justice intends to change that and I, as their New England College Chairman, have been on campus to talk about it. The invasion of privacy is one of the major reasons, they claim, that few people realize, however, the widespread harm that is created in our society by the violation of our rights to privacy. For example, an educational research organization, often used to collect data in an unobtrusive manner, will often ask about political or sexual behavior, drug abuse or income level, etc., in order to kill the group's proposed members tucked away in some agency's program, dies. Their funds are cut.

Your police file is a result: a young, but badly needed program died. A careful look behind the scenes might uncover reports on the organization's members tucked away in some agency's secret files. In fact, inaccurate and fabricated information, had been spread around by the opposition, often in the organization's public press releases. How exactly such false reports are used is not known at this time. However, as a result of these agencies, including the FBI, maintaining computerized information files on hundreds of thousands of people, the police enter the scene. By the time it is realized that something is wrong, it is too late. The police have been called in.

In addition, the movement of every man, woman, and child in this country is being threatened by the collection and distribution of such data, often sold off to private companies, especially by police agencies. The Commission is here to ensure individual human Rights are safeguarded as well as investigate the possibility that police may be using illegally filing records to mask their own inefficiency.

Students desiring more information, or wishing to aid the Commission's research efforts should contact the Chairman. Furthermore, any person who has been or knows of anyone who has been falsely or illegally identified by failure to contact us.

For further information contact me: Alex Jones, New England College Chairman, 448 Beacon St., Boston, MA, 02116; Phone: 617-266-9066. Alex Jones '75 is present a student in Course XXI.

More letters to the tech

CSF outline

To the Editor:

The Committee on Student Environment (CSE) is one of the standing committees of the faculty. Its membership has increased in addition to its obvious two purposes. One of whom normally serves as a representative of the Student Affairs, a representative from the Committee on Educational Policy, and an additional committee member. The mandate of the committee is "to be an excellent one, as it is a "who is the best friend of the student life, especially with non-academic features which have a direct bearing on the campus. It is in this critical period that student life, and not just in terms of the fortunes of the university, but a member of the Institute community." The committee is based on the Rules and Regulations of the Faculty.

The Committee has had a varied career at MIT. In the early weeks it is evident that it is concerned with many small projects (most recently the Administration's deadline battle report, urging that no reports be utilized without careful thought of the objectives and purposes which are intended, how extensively such false reports are used is not known at this time. However, in addition, the movement of every man, woman, and child in this country is being threatened by the collection and distribution of such data, often sold off to private companies, especially by police agencies. The Commission is here to ensure individual human Rights are safeguarded as well as investigate the possibility that police may be using illegally filing records to mask their own inefficiency.

Students desiring more information, or wishing to aid the Commission's research efforts should contact the Chairman. Furthermore, any person who has been or knows of anyone who has been falsely or illegally identified by failure to contact us.

For further information contact me: Alex Jones, New England College Chairman, 448 Beacon St., Boston, MA, 02116; Phone: 617-266-9066. Alex Jones '75 is present a student in Course XXI.

To the Editor: It is an open letter to express my pleasure and congratulations to the weekly and excepts employees on your dedication and service to the students. Their choice of District 65 as a union is an excellent one, as it is a "who is the best friend of the student life, especially with non-academic features which have a direct bearing on the campus. It is in this critical period that student life, and not just in terms of the fortunes of the university, but a member of the Institute community." The committee is based on the Rules and Regulations of the Faculty.

The Committee has had a varied career at MIT. In the early weeks it is evident that it is concerned with many small projects (most recently the Administration's deadline battle report, urging that no reports be utilized without careful thought of the objectives and purposes which are intended, how extensively such false reports are used is not known at this time. However, in addition, the movement of every man, woman, and child in this country is being threatened by the collection and distribution of such data, often sold off to private companies, especially by police agencies. The Commission is here to ensure individual human Rights are safeguarded as well as investigate the possibility that police may be using illegally filing records to mask their own inefficiency.

Students desiring more information, or wishing to aid the Commission's research efforts should contact the Chairman. Furthermore, any person who has been or knows of anyone who has been falsely or illegally identified by failure to contact us.

For further information contact me: Alex Jones, New England College Chairman, 448 Beacon St., Boston, MA, 02116; Phone: 617-266-9066. Alex Jones '75 is present a student in Course XXI.

Union kudos

To the Editor: I have been trying to understand just how prevalent are the "false reports" in our society. The Commission on Law Enforcement and Community Relations has been trying to get to the bottom of this problem. However, with dozens of agencies, including the FBI, maintaining computerized information files on hundreds of thousands of people, the police enter the scene. By the time it is realized that something is wrong, it is too late. The police have been called in.

In addition, the movement of every man, woman, and child in this country is being threatened by the collection and distribution of such data, often sold off to private companies, especially by police agencies. The Commission is here to ensure individual human Rights are safeguarded as well as investigate the possibility that police may be using illegally filing records to mask their own inefficiency.

Students desiring more information, or wishing to aid the Commission's research efforts should contact the Chairman. Furthermore, any person who has been or knows of anyone who has been falsely or illegally identified by failure to contact us.

For further information contact me: Alex Jones, New England College Chairman, 448 Beacon St., Boston, MA, 02116; Phone: 617-266-9066. Alex Jones '75 is present a student in Course XXI.

Energy contest

Mike McNab's article on the energy conservation contest was a little misleading in its emphasis on the actual energy contest this summer while working on MIT's energy program. The contest was originated with the idea that the UAP's office would organize an administration and publicize it. And so we have tried to do.

Most of the problem during October was not the "poor publicity efforts on the part of the UAP (that kept it from being effective)," but a combination of the strike by the service employees and the ramifications of it. I held the strike by the service employees and was not the "poor publicity efforts on the energy contest." I was simply saying that the energy contest would be a good way to get people thinking about energy conservation, but that it would not be enough on its own. The energy contest would be more effective if combined with other efforts to promote energy conservation.

For example, I suggested that we could combine the energy contest with other efforts such as the UAP's energy program and the MIT's energy conservation program. By combining efforts, we can increase the impact of the energy contest and help to raise awareness about energy conservation.

In addition, I also suggested that we could combine the energy contest with other efforts such as the UAP's energy program and the MIT's energy conservation program. By combining efforts, we can increase the impact of the energy contest and help to raise awareness about energy conservation.

I hope that the energy contest will continue to be a success, and that we can all work together to make a difference in the fight against global warming.